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NICOBAND
SELF-ADHESIVE SEALANT TAPE

SIMPLE SOLUTION FOR COMPLICATED ISSUES

OR DIY REPAIR AND SEALING
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SIMPLE SOLUTION FOR COMPLICATED ISSUES

OR DIY REPAIR AND SEALING

Everyone has experienced such misfortunes as leakage of flat and

pitched roofs, haven’t they? Even insignificant leakages lead to

soaking of the thermal insulation and following destruction of the

roofing constructions, let alone the appearance of stains on ceilings

and walls and disturbance of temperature and humidity conditions in

the premises. Self-adhesive sealant tape NICOBAND can solve this

problem.
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NICOBAND

Universal self-adhesive sealant tape

NICOBAND consists of a 1.5 mm

polymer-bitumen waterproofing

layer with a colored aluminum

coating, which protects the material

from the impacts of UV radiation,

adds rigidity and contributes to

tough adhesion of sealed elements.

The bottom side of the material is

covered with an easy-removable

protective film

Width, cm 5 7.5 10 15 20 30

Length, 3 m + + + +

Length, 10 m + + + + +

SIZES AVAILABLE:
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NICOBAND is a convenient way to seal various cracks and joints.

It can also be used to insulate junctions, for roofing repairs and for roof

repair systems. The special UV protection layer increases its service life

outdoors and the assortment of colors makes it suitable for any roof.

PURPOSE:

Bonds and seams sealing, repair of cracks on roofs of:

 Metal, natural or bitumen roofing shingles

 Bitumen membranes, seam roofing

Junction sealing:

 Mansard windows and canopy

 Pipes and antennas, greenhouses, balconies

Drainage system repair:

 Gutters, pipes

 Plastic and metal elements

Protected from UV radiation

The bitumen layer of NICOBAND sealant tape is protected from UV

radiation by aluminum coating. This makes it possible to use the

tape outdoor.

DESCRIPTION: ADVANTAGES:

Flawless adhesion to many different surfaces

The self-adhesive layer provides perfect quality adhesion to many

different surfaces: metal, slate, wood, plastic, concrete, glass, etc.

Different colors

The tape is designed for the most popular roofing colors (including

metallic). It allows performing repairs or maintenance in the tone of

the main surface without disturbing its form.
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NECESSARY TOOLS:

To apply NICOBAND, one only needs

the tools, which can be found in any

house - tape measure, marker, knife

and roller or any other substitution,

gloves and a piece of cloth.

SURFACE PREPARATION:

! Сlean and degrease the surface of application

before adhesion of the material. Temperature of

the surface and the material should not be less
than +5°С.

! It is not recommended to apply NICOBAND on

hot vertical surfaces or on surfaces with a
temperature above +80°C.

! Do not apply the tape on wet surfaces. The

surface must be dry and clean, otherwise strong

adhesion of NICOBAND to the surface cannot be

guaranteed.
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METHOD OF APPLICATION:

Measure and cut the material. For

more reliable sealing the tape should

overlap the hole for 3-5 cm from each

side depending on the rate of

damage.

1

Remove the protective film.

2

Attach NICOBAND to the surface and

press it.

3

If necessary, check the reliability of

adhesion.

4
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ROOFING DAMAGE REPAIR:

Self-adhesive sealant tape

NICOBAND is suitable for repair of

any roof from natural or metal

shingles, bitumen shingles, bitumen

or seam roofing.

1

To provide diverse application, the

tape is designed in different colors,

which allows to easily find the

matching color of self-adhesive

sealant tape.

2

For better adhesion to the surface,

press the band with a roller or hand

over the entire surface.

3

Self-adhesive sealant tape

NICOBAND perfectly adhere to

different surfaces, providing reliable

and long-lasting sealing.

4
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INSTALLATION ON CYLINDRICAL SURFACES:

Self-adhesive sealant tape

NICOBAND gives an opportunity to

feel professional in construction and

repair.

1

This material solves current issues

quick and simply.

Minimal efforts - maximal efficiency

and reliability!

2

To repair the damage on pipes, the

tape is wound spirally (with an overlap

on the previous turn).

3
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